pH-responsive diblock copolymers with two different fluorescent labels for simultaneous monitoring of micellar self-assembly and degree of protonation Introduction
Following Ringsdorf's pioneering work, 1 polymers have been examined as delivery vehicles in nanomedicine for the past four decades. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In particular, the use of well-defined polymeric assemblies such as micelles and vesicles that are capable of responding to changes in the local environment is of increasing interest, especially in drug delivery. 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] To ensure the safe and precise use of copolymer nanoparticles in drug delivery it is important to be able to not only monitor their spatial distribution in vitro and in vivo, but also to be able to determine whether such self-assembled nanoparticles actually remain intact, not least because this can determine the release profile of encapsulated drugs. In principle, confocal laser scanning microscopy can provide sensitive, rapid and non-invasive methods for monitoring living organisms. 16, 17 Moreover, if appropriate dye labels are utilized, this technique can also be used to monitor the extent of copolymer aggregation. 18, 19 In addition, fluorescent dyes can be used as reporters for a large variety of analytes as well as for probing the local chemical environment. 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] For example, we recently reported that the dissociation of Nile Blue-labeled pH-responsive poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl phosphorylcholine-poly(2-(diisopropylamino)ethyl methacrylate) [PMPC-PDPA] diblock copolymer vesicles can be monitored by comparing emission intensities at selected wavelengths in the far red region of the visible spectrum. 19 The disassembly and the corresponding shift in the fluorescence spectrum is caused by the change in protonation state of the PDPA block and of the dye. The PDPA block has a pKa of around 6.4, 27, 28 which is below physiological pH, but above the local pH for (i) cellular compartments such as endosomes 29 and (ii) hypoxic tissue. 30 Since these 'stealthy' vesicles readily enter most types of mammalian cells, 31 they are promising candidates for probing local pH in biological environments. 19 Lowering the pH leads to vesicle dissociation, which causes a corresponding shift in the fluorescence spectrum as a result of partial protonation of the PDPA block. Moreover, such vesicles can be loaded with both hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs, which are released when the local pH is less than the pKa of the PDPA block. 31, 32 Therefore, these dye-labelled vesicles are potential 'self-reporting' drug delivery vehicles. Furthermore, introduction of the Nile Blue was straightforward because this dye reacts directly with propagating polymer radicals, enabling a significant fraction of the copolymer chains to be labeled. Despite these very promising results, there are several problems with this prototype system: Firstly, the relative change in fluorescence is related to the degree of protonation of both the PDPA block and the dye label. This parameter can depend on a number of variables, including temperature, ionic strength and the mean degree of polymerization of the PDPA block. 12 In addition, this strategy is not suitable for block copolymers that respond to alternative stimuli. Furthermore, although Nile Blue is cost-effective, the quantum yield for this label is relatively low in aqueous solution. 19, 33 This leads to poor sensitivity at low copolymer concentrations or where matrix-associated absorption and/or autofluorescence is prevalent. Finally, the PMPC block is known to rapidly enter all cells that are capable of endocytosis. 32, 34 While this is useful for the visualization of intracellular compartments, it is problematic for targeted drug delivery to specific cells. In this case, copolymer vesicles that do not normally enter cells but can be functionalized with appropriate cell receptors are required. In order to address these issues, we have designed second-generation diblock copolymer vesicles. The hydrophilic steric stabilizer block is based on poly(glycerol monomethacrylate) (PGMA), which is readily prepared via reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization of glycerol monomethacrylate (GMA). This water-soluble precursor has high chain-end fidelity and has been previously chainextended by RAFT aqueous dispersion polymerization with 2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate (HPMA) to form well-defined spheres, worms or vesicles. 35, 36 Diblock copolymer nano-objects comprising PGMA stabilizer chains do not to enter cells. 35, 37 However, if an appropriate targeting group is introduced, highly specific cell uptake can be achieved. 35 For example, GMA can be statistically copolymerized with methacrylic comonomers to introduce desired functional groups into the stabilizer block. 38, 39 Alternatively, a binary mixture of a PGMA macro-CTA and a second macro-CTA containing the desired functionality can be used when generating the hydrophobic core-forming block via polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA). 35, 40 In principle, a suitable comonomer, initiator or functional chain transfer agent can also be used to introduce appropriate functionality. 41 Post-polymerization modification of PGMA-based block copolymers is feasible by exploiting the vicinal diol groups in the stabilizer block to form boronate esters [42] [43] [44] [45] or acetals/ketals 46, 47, 48 or by its alcohol group to prepare functional esters. 49 Herein, we show that RAFT statistical copolymerization of GMA with pyrene methacrylate (PyMA) 50 yields water-soluble stabilizer chains containing on average less than one pyrene label per chain that exhibit the characteristic fluorescence of pyrene unimers. Chain extension of such pyrene-labeled stabilizer chains with DPA produces a pH-responsive amphiphilic diblock copolymer, which undergoes selfassembly in aqueous solution at around neutral pH. This leads to an increase in the local pyrene concentration, which causes the formation of pyrene aggregates that fluoresce when excited at 405 nm. 51 In this sense, polymer aggregation leads to changes in the fluorescence spectrum, in contrast to aggregation induced emission (AIE), 52, 53 where the emission intensity increases upon dye aggregation. This emphasises that the underlying mechanism is somewhat different. 54 The hydrophobic nature of pyrene may in itself trigger self-assembly when added to a hydrophilic polymer, 55 and the inclusion of hydrophobic polyaromatic compounds has been exploited to construct a range of self-assembled structures. 56, 57, 58 Therefore it is important to carefully control the amount of pyrene in PGMA, as too much fluorophore is likely to lead to destabilisation of the final diblock polymer aggregates. Moreover, a fluorescent dye with high quantum yield, Cresyl Violet (CV) was conjugated to the ends of the PDPA chains as a probe for chain protonation. When the PDPA chains are deprotonated, the tertiary amines form a charge transfer complex with the dye. This complex has a low quantum yield and an absorption maximum that is shifted towards shorter wavelengths, relative to the free dye. 59 Protonation of the amine leads to disruption of the complex and an increase in fluorescence intensity. CV is a relatively cheap fluorescent dye with a high quantum yield; it emits in the red region of the visible spectrum and has been used as a histological stain for many years. 60, 61 It has been previously utilized as a red dye probe for biological systems. For example, Ma's group modified CV via diazotisation to prepare a ratiometric fluorescent probe for hydrogen sulfide. 62 The same team also prepared an 'on-off' probe based on an oxidised cresyl violet analogue for detection of hypoxia and nitroreductase. 63 These probes were used to examine MCF-7 cells and zebra fish. 62, 63 Moreover, CV can react with Vitamin B6 to give a Schiff base derivative that exhibits pH-dependent emission in the visible spectrum. 64 
Results and discussion
Synthesis of fluorescently-labelled stabilizer block by RAFT statistical copolymerisation of glycerol monomethacrylate with pyrene methacrylate GMA and PyMA were copolymerised by RAFT polymerisation using a 4-cyano-4-(2-phenylethane sulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanylpentanoic acid (PETTC) chain transfer agent (see Scheme 1). The reaction was monitored by 1 H NMR and GPC to examine whether pyrene methacrylate acted as a spin trap, i.e. a compound that reacts with short-lived radicals to form a less reactive adduct. According to the kinetic experiments (see Figure 1A) , increasing the proportion of PyMA in this statistical copolymerisation did not have any significant effect on the conversion versus time curve. In addition, the semilogarithmic plot was approximately linear up to high conversions and did not vary with PyMA concentration, which suggests that the radical concentration is not affected by the presence of PyMA. Furthermore, Figure 1B shows a linear evolution in molecular weight and a gradual reduction in dispersity with conversion. These features are characteristic of a pseudo-living polymerisation and suggest that the PyMA has no detrimental effect on this copolymerisation. It is important to determine to what extent the copolymerization of PyMA and GMA is truly statistical as this may have important consequences for their intended use as aggregation-sensitive probes. For example, if PyMA is incorporated into the copolymer chain significantly faster than GMA, some chains may comprise more than one pyrene units in close vicinity. In principle, this could lead to formation of pyrene aggregates and excimer formation even for molecularly-dissolved chains. The copolymerization was monitored by analyzing a series of aliquots in a kinetics experiments using an HPLC equipped with a diode-array detector. In addition to determining the overall comonomer conversion, this HPLC set-up allows simultaneous determination of the relative concentration of each component within the reaction mixture as well as the appearance of any new components, see Figure S2 . In the absence of PyMA, the relative reactivity of the two isomers of GMA (2,3-dihydroxypropyl methacrylate and 1,3-dihydroxypropyl methacrylate 65 can be assessed. According to 1 H NMR analysis, GMA comprises 92 mol % 2,3-dihydroxypropyl methacrylate and 8 mol % 1,3-dihydroxypropyl methacrylate. 36 Plotting the overall conversion (calculated from 1 H NMR) as a function of the comonomer conversion (calculated from HPLC) shows that the minor isomer is copolymerized faster than the major isomer. Applying a non-terminal model to this copolymerization, where the rate of incorporation is governed by the chemical structure of the isomer and not that of the chain-end, reactivity ratios can be calculated based on the available data. 66 These data are provided in Figure S3A . Since both isomers are methacrylates, the corresponding chain-end radicals would be expected to be of comparable reactivity. Nevertheless, the kinetic data indicate that the reactivity ratio of the minor component, 1,3-dihydroxypropyl methacrylate has a reactivity ratio of 1.6, whereas the reactivity ratio of 2,3-dihydroxypropyl methacrylate has a reactivity ratio of 0.7. This would indicate a preference of the minor component to be incorporated faster in the initial stages. However, due to the relatively large excess of the minor component, a near-random copolymer is expected. Similar observations were made for the copolymerization of GMA with PyMA (see Figure S3 B-D). Strictly speaking, this is a terpolymerization but for simplicity GMA was considered to be a single entity and calculations were performed by combining the signals assigned to its two isomers in the HPLC chromatograms. The data indicate that PyMA is incorporated into the copolymer faster than GMA. Assuming a non-terminal model for GMA, its reactivity ratio is consistently 0.7, which is the same as that found for its major isomer in the absence of PyMA (see Figure S3A ). In contrast, the reactivity ratio for PyMA lies between 1.2 and 1.6 (see Figures S3B-S3D ). This inconsistency suggests that the non-terminal model is not strictly valid. Ideally, reactivity ratios should be determined using a wider range of initial comonomer molar ratios, which is beyond the scope of the current work. Nevertheless, because PyMA is incorporated faster into the copolymer chains than GMA, there is a greater probability of any two pyrene units lying in close proximity (and hence capable of excimer formation). This is particularly likely for the synthesis of macro-CTAs using more than one PyMA per chain in the monomer feed. The final pyrene content and the molar ratio between pyrene and aromatic groups of the chain transfer agent could be assessed by 1 H NMR (see figure S1 ). These values are given in Table S1 . In this study, a macro-CTA containing 0.54 pyrene units per chain was used in order to minimise intramolecular excimer formation. Figure 2 shows the absorption and emission spectra obtained for PGMA and P(GMA-co-PyMA) macro-CTAs dissolved in deionised water at room temperature (20 °C). As expected, the former macro-CTA is non-fluorescent and has an absorption band at around 310 nm, which corresponds to its trithiocarbonate end-group (yellow trace). 67, 68 The P(GMA-co-PyMA) macro-CTA has additional features at 268 nm, 274 nm, 318 nm, 330 nm and 346 nm, which are assigned to the fine structure expected for pyrene. 50, 69 Moreover, fluorescence bands corresponding to the pyrene units 70, 71 are observed between 350 nm and 450 nm at an excitation wavelength of 342 nm. 50 The weak emission intensity above 450 nm suggests little excimer formation, 70, 71 as expected for near molecularly-dissolved copolymer chains containing less than one dye label per chain. The fluorescence intensity of an aqueous solution of P(GMA-co-PyMA) containing approximately one PyMA unit per chain might be expected to be around twice that of a P(GMA-co-PyMA) containing 0.54 PyMA units per chain. However, as Figure 2 clearly shows, the fluorescence intensity of the former copolymer is only slightly higher than that of the latter. The former copolymer also exhibits a broad, albeit weak, fluorescence signal above 450 nm. This suggests some excimer formation arising from the larger amount of pyrene units per copolymer chain. Alternatively, the excimer signal may indicate aggregation of several PGMA chains owing to the higher concentration of hydrophobic pyrene entities. 55 A dilute aqueous solution of P(GMA-co-PyMA) containing 1.03 pyrene units per chain did not become visibly turbid, but the possible presence of colloidal aggregates was not investigated further. In view of these observations, the P(GMA-co-PyMA) macro-CTA containing 0.54 PyMA units per chain was selected to minimize intra-and inter-chain pyrene-pyrene interactions for the doubly-labeled diblock copolymers targeted in this study.
Absorption and emission of pyrene-labeled PGMA macro-CTAs

Preparation of doubly-labeled PGMA-PDPA diblock copolymers
Next, a P(GMA 61 -co-PyMA 0.54 ) macro-CTA was chain-extended with DPA to prepare a (PGMA-co-PyMA)-PDPA diblock copolymer according to Scheme 2A. In addition, the effect of adding cresyl violet (CV; in its perchlorate salt form) to the DPA polymerization was investigated, as shown in Scheme 2B. Figure 3 shows the DPA conversion vs. time curve and the corresponding semi-logarithmic plot. In the absence of CV, the DPA polymerization proceeds to around 70 % conversion within 8 h at 70 °C. However, the semi-logarithmic plot is only linear up to around 40 % conversion, which suggests imperfect control over this polymerization. This is consistent with the relatively broad molecular weight distributions (M w /M n ~ 1.5-1.6) obtained for the final diblock copolymers (see Table 1 ). Significantly lower Normalized Fluorescence Intensity polydispersities (M w /M n ~ 1.3-1.4) have been reported for the synthesis of other PDPA-containing block copolymers by RAFT polymerization. 28, 72, 73 For the PGMA-PDPA diblock copolymers described herein, it proved difficult to identify a suitable common solvent; ethanol dissolves PGMA and PDPA homopolymers as well as DPA monomer, but addition of the DPA monomer to an ethanolic solution of PGMA led to the formation of a white suspension. The suspension did not disappear simply upon heating. However, a transparent solution was obtained within 15-30 min during polymerisation, i.e. in the presence of radical initiator. Such a delay corresponds to a DPA conversion of 5-10 % according to the kinetic data shown in Figure 3 . In principle, this inhomogeneity could lead to the formation of PDPA homopolymer by a free radical mechanism, which may in part explain the broadening of the molecular weight distribution. In addition, chain transfer to the isopropyl groups on DPA/PDPA may occur in such syntheses. 74 Clearly, it is desirable to identify a more suitable solvent for the RAFT polymerization of DPA. Nevertheless, as a proof-of-concept study to demonstrate the use of doubly-labeled diblock copolymer probes the relatively high polydispersity is not a serious drawback. We also note that the polymer GPC traces remain unimodal, which indicates a high degree of PGMA macro-CTA incorporation (see Figure 4 A). Based on our previous work with Nile Blue derivatives, 19 we hypothesized that cresyl violet (CV) should act as a spin trap given its similar chemical structure to the former dye. Based on the literature for structurally related dyes such as methylene blue 75 and phenothiazine, 76 the radical-dye reaction is likely to follow the pathway outlined in Scheme S1. The propagating polymer radical initially undergoes chain transfer to CV, which produces a terminated chain and a dye radical. The latter species is stabilized and therefore does not readily initiate new polymer chains. 75 However, this dye radical can react with a second polymer radical to form a non-propagating dye-labeled chain. As every chain-labeling event consumes two propagating radicals, the maximum fraction of labeled chains is 0.50, provided that the CV is present in sufficient excess. However, using excess dye leads to more effective radical quenching which suppresses the polymerization.
In the presence of 0.13 equivalent CV per chain, the DPA polymerisation only proceeds to around 25 % conversion (see Figure 3A) . The semi-logarithmic plot ( Figure 3B ) deviates significantly from linearity, which indicates consumption of polymer radicals via reaction with CV, which acts as a spin trap under such conditions. As in the absence of CV, GPC traces were unimodal. The absence of dominant dimer peaks indicate that it is predominantly non-attached CV that acts as a spin trap, i.e. that CV that has already reacted with a chain does not become conjugated to a second chain. This is to be expected based on the higher concentration and higher mobility of free CV, but unfortunately the relatively high polydispersity precludes assessing the precise extent of this possible side-reaction. Visible absorption spectroscopy studies indicated that every CV is attached to a chain; on average, there is approximately 0.15 ± 0.01 CV conjugated per chain (see Table 1 , entry 1). This is slightly higher than the targeted amount of 0.13 CV per chain. We ascribe this discrepancy mainly to the use of an absorbance coefficient determined for free CV, which may be slightly different for this fluorophore when it is bound to a polymer chain. This hypothesis is supported by the subtle differences observed in other spectral features such as the maximum absorption and emission wavelengths, as discussed below. The underlying assumption when using the integrated absorbance is that the oscillator strength remains constant. While this is usually a good first approximation, there may be variations of up to 10-20 % owing to differences in local environment (e.g. refractive index and/or polarity). 77 The stated uncertainty is the standard error based on three measurements and as such represents an uncertainty of the measurement. The effect of adding CV and ACVA (CV:ACVA:CTA molar ratio = 1.40:0.70:1.00) as a degassed solution in ethanol to DPA polymerizations at around 70 % DPA conversion was investigated (see Scheme 2C). Under such conditions, approximately 30 % of the copolymer chains can be labeled with CV (see Table 1 , entry 2). Since the radicals are generated by the ACVA initiator, increasing its concentration might lead to a higher proportion of CV-labeled chains. However, a higher radical concentration may also increase the probability of CTA removal. 78, 79 In principle, it may be feasible to optimize the degree of labeling by systematic variation of the relative amounts of CV and ACVA, but this possibility has not been explored further here. Nevertheless, given the relatively high quantum yield of cresyl violet of around 0.50, 60,47 30 % chain labeling should allow fluorescence tracking of such copolymers in cells and/or tissue. For example, Nile Blue-labeled copolymers could be visualized within cells and multicellular tumor models, despite quantum yields of around 0.10 and achieving only 10-15 % chain functionalization. 19 The synthesis of CV-labeled polymers was also investigated using atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). Figure S4 shows the ATRP kinetics for a 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) monomer in the absence and presence of CV. Increasing the concentration of this dye label leads to retarded polymerizations and hence lower overall monomer conversions. Inspecting the data presented in Table S2 confirms that, while approximately half of the copolymer chains can be labeled with CV by adding one equivalent of this dye per initiator primary radical , such conditions lead to a lower overall conversion and thereby a reduced degree of polymerization. In addition, this approach leads to a significant amount of free dye remaining in the reaction solution.
On the other hand, adding 0.50 equivalents of CV leads to an overall DPA conversion of 80 % with 22 % CV-labeled chains. Table 1 : Characterization of target P(GMA61-co-PyMA0.54)-PDPA240 diblock copolymers where CV is either present throughout the polymerization or added at 70 % conversion a Copolymer composition based on the monomer/CTA molar ratio multiplied by the DPA conversion calculated using 1 H NMR spectroscopy. b Copolymer composition based on relative 1 H NMR signals for the GMA and DPA residues after dialysis against ethanol, methanol and water. c THF GPC after derivatization of GMA residues using excess benzoic anhydride in pyridine.
61 d Cresyl violet content calculated using an integrated absorbance coefficient for cresyl violet perchlorate determined in 0.10 M HCl 77 Thus, CV acts as a less efficient radical quencher in such ATRP syntheses compared to the RAFT polymerisation syntheses described above. However, this observation is at least as likely to be the result of differences in monomer type, reaction temperature and concentration, as any intrinsic differences between ATRP and RAFT polymerization chemistries. Absorption and emission of doubly-labeled PGMA-PDPA diblock copolymers Figure 5 shows uv-visible absorption spectra recorded for the two different doubly-labeled P(GMA-co-PyMA)-PDPA-CV x diblock copolymers dissolved in either ethanol or 0.1 M aqueous HCl, as well as the reference spectrum of cresyl violet perchlorate dissolved in 0.1 M aqueous HCl. The PDPA block is molecularly dissolved in aqueous HCl ( Figure 5 , red traces).
Below 360 nm, a distinctive absorption envelope is observed that is assigned to the copolymerized pyrene methacrylate units in the P(GMA-co-PyMA) block. The CV label absorbs from 500 nm to 700 nm. Notably, its absorption maximum in aqueous HCl is redshifted from 590 nm for the free dye to approximately 615 nm when incorporated as a terminal group on the copolymer chains (see Figure 5 and Table 2 ). This is attributed to an inductive, electron-donating substituent on one (or both) of the amine groups. 80 Amine substitution is a well-known reaction between radicals and aromatic amines. 76, 81 Therefore, this red-shifted absorption provides spectroscopic evidence for CV conjugation to the copolymer chain-ends. Ethanol dissolves the copolymer chains, albeit with the PDPA block in its neutral (unprotonated) form. However, the pyrene absorption spectrum for such copolymer solutions is only marginally different, presumably due to changes in solvent polarity. 69 In contrast, the cresyl violet absorption maximum shifted from 615 nm in 0.1 M aqueous HCl to less than 490 nm in ethanol. The latter wavelength corresponds to the absorption band assigned to the charge transfer complex formed between cresyl violet and aliphatic amines. 59 In this particular case, the neutral PDPA chain constitutes the aliphatic amine. Figure 6 when excited at 342 nm, 405 nm, 488 nm and 543 nm. The corresponding spectra obtained for cresyl violet perchlorate in 0.1 M aqueous HCl is also shown as a reference ( Figure 6C ). The dotted lines are the corresponding absorption spectra recorded in the same solvents. An excitation wavelength of 342 nm is commonly used for pyrene, 50 and the other three wavelengths are laser wavelengths that are typically used in confocal laser scanning microscopy. Pyrene excimer species absorb at 405 nm and fluoresce when excited at this wavelength. 51 The cresyl violet-amine charge transfer complex absorbs at 488 nm, while cresyl violet absorbs at 543 nm.55 Hence the emission spectra observed when using these excitation wavelengths can be used to assess the degree of protonation of the PDPA block (vide infra). Subjecting the copolymer solutions to an excitation wavelength of 342 nm leads to the well-known emission spectrum for pyrene both in ethanol and in 0.1 M HCl (see Figure 6A and 6B, respectively). Weak fluorescence is observed at 623 nm in the solution of P(GMA 61 -co-PyMA 0.55 )-PDPA 202 -CV 0.29 in 0.1 M aqueous HCl and also in the spectrum obtained for cresyl violet (see Figure 6C) ; this simply reflects the very low absorbance of cresyl violet at 342 nm (N.B. The 684 nm signal is an instrument artefact corresponding to double the excitation wavelength). Excitation of the ethanol solution at 405 nm ( Figure 6A ) gives an emission signal at around 500 nm. This corresponds to the formation of pyrene excimers, 51 which indicates that the copolymer chains are aggregated to some extent in ethanol. However, this aggregation is weak, as indicated by the ratio between the pyrene monomer and excimer emission intensity observed at an excitation wavelength of 342 nm. This suggests that excitation at 405 nm must be highly sensitive to pyrene aggregation. Use of the latter wavelength does not allow pyrene to be used as a 'molecular ruler', as reported for the shorter excitation wavelength, because the unimers are not excited. 50 The emission spectrum recorded for the ethanolic copolymer solution excited at 405 nm has a shoulder above 600 nm ( Figure 6A ), which suggests simultaneous excitation of the cresyl violet label. On the other hand, essentially no pyrene signal is observed in 0.1 M aqueous HCl, where a cresyl violet feature centred at 635 nm dominates the emission spectrum (see Figure 6B ). This is consistent with no copolymer aggregation occurring at low pH because the protonated PDPA blocks are highly cationic and hence hydrophilic. The corresponding signal for cresyl violet is observed at 625 nm ( Figure 6C ). The bathochromic shift observed for the copolymer emphasizes the differing spectral properties of this chromophore when conjugated to the copolymer chains, as discussed above.
Excitation of a solution of P(GMA 61 -co-PyMA 0.55 )-PDPA 202 -CV 0.29 at 488 nm leads to broad emission bands, with maxima at 599 nm in ethanol and 619 nm in 0.1 M aqueous HCl (see Figure 6A and 6B, respectively, and Table 2 ). In contrast, CV ClO 4 exhibits a maximum emission at 625 nm in 0.1 M aqueous HCl. In addition, the free dye has a secondary band at 570 nm (see Figure 6C ). To the best of our knowledge, this local maximum has not been previously described for cresyl violet. Presumably, this is because most studies of its fluorescence tend to use longer excitation wavelengths, which would suppress this feature. This is illustrated by comparison with the fluorescence spectrum obtained for the free dye in Figure 6C recorded using an excitation wavelength of 543 nm. In this latter spectrum, the 570 nm band is reduced to a weak shoulder. A rigorous explanation of this additional spectral feature is beyond the scope of the current work, but we note that at least some commercial batches of cresyl violet can apparently contain significant amounts of 9-amino-benzo[α]phenoxazin-5-one. 61 This dye is denoted cresyl red (CR) by analogy with the structurally similar Nile Red (NR) and Nile Blue (NB). 82 To the best of our knowledge, the full photochemical characterization of CR has not been reported. However, it absorbs at significantly shorter wavelengths than CV in protic solvents, exhibiting hypsochromic shifts of around 80-90 nm. 61 Despite this relatively large difference, the absorption spectra of mixtures of CV and CR comprising 40-50 % CR were reported to be almost indistinguishable from a spectrum obtained for pure CV. 61 The hypsochromic shift in the absorption spectrum between CV and CR correlates well with those observed for Nile Blue and Nile Red. 82 Thus, provided that the fluorescence follows a similar pattern as that observed for the latter dye pair, contamination with CR may account for the unexpected shoulder observed at 570 nm noted above. Excitation at 543 nm leads to emission maxima at 635 nm in 0.1 M aqueous HCl ( Figure 6B and Table 2 ) and at 620 nm in ethanol ( Figure 6A and Table 2 ) for P(GMA 61 -co-PyMA 0.55 )-PDPA 202 -CV 0.29 . In both cases the intensity is higher than for the spectra obtained using an excitation wavelength of 488 nm (see Figure 6 ). This mainly reflects the difference in absorption of the non-complexed dye at these two wavelengths (see Figure 5) . In both cases, the maxima are more red-shifted than for the same solutions excited at 488 nm. If this batch of cresyl violet does indeed contain some cresyl red impurity (vide supra), and assuming that this second dye label is also incorporated into the copolymer chains to some extent, then this difference can be explained by the preferential absorption of cresyl violet at 543 nm (since it has maximum emission at longer wavelengths).
It is possible to directly compare emission intensities in Figure 6 because identical spectrophotometer settings were used and the copolymer concentration in ethanol and 0.1 M aqueous HCl was the same within experimental error. For the latter copolymer solution, the ratio of maximum emission intensities of the cresyl violet part of the spectrum when excited at 488 nm and 543 nm, respectively, is smaller than that determined in ethanol (see Figure 6 ). This is illustrated in Table 2 , where the ratio of the fluorescence emission observed for P(GMA 61 -co-PyMA 0.54 )-PDPA 202 -CV 0.29 solutions excited at 488 nm compared to that at 543 nm is reduced from 0.60 in ethanol to 0.23 in 0.1 aqueous M HCl. These results suggest that the degree of protonation of the PDPA chains can be monitored by determining the fluorescence intensity ratios recorded using excitation wavelengths of 488 nm and 543 nm. Such ratiometric measurements are attractive because they do not depend on absolute intensities. The quantum yields observed for the copolymers in ethanol are almost an order of magnitude lower than that obtained in 0.1 M aqueous HCl (see Table 2 ). Even if the typical error on such measurements exceeds 10 %, 83 this still constitutes a significant difference. The relatively low quantum yields for the copolymers in ethanolic slution are mainly the result of charge transfer complexes being formed between the tertiary amine groups and cresyl violet. 59 On the other hand, the quantum yields observed for the copolymers dissolved in 0.1 M aqueous HCl are significantly higher than the reported reference value of 0.44 for free cresyl violet in water. 84 Presumably, the sterically-hindered copolymer chains suppress the formation of non-fluorescent H-dimers relative to the free dye label. 85 This effect is also observed for cresyl violet-labeled PMPC homopolymers prepared by ATRP, which exhibit quantum yields of 0.60-0.70 (see Table S2 ). 
Aggregation of doubly-labeled diblock copolymers
Since PDPA is highly hydrophobic in its deprotonated form, 86 increasing the pH of an aqueous solution of P(GMA-co-PyMA)-PDPA-CV above the pKa of PDPA is expected to lead to micellar self-assembly. Since the P(GMA-co-PyMA) block remains water-soluble regardless of the solution pH, it acts as the steric stabiliser for the self-assembled nanoparticles. Other PDPA-based diblock copolymers comprising poly(ethylene glycol) [PEO], 87 poly(2-hydroxypropyl methacrylamide) 72 or PMPC stabilizer blocks [88] [89] [90] can form spherical micelles, worm-like micelles or vesicles in aqueous solution depending on the relative degrees of polymerization of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks, as dictated by the packing parameter principle introduced by Israelachvili and coworkers. 91 Increasing the pH of a 0.13 g/L aqueous solution of P(GMA 61 -co-PyMA 0.55 )-PDPA 64 -CV 0.15 from pH 3 to pH 7.2 leads to the formation of a turbid solution. Figure 7A shows the dynamic light scattering results obtained using cumulants analysis, which indicates the formation of colloidal aggregates ranging in size between 100 nm and 1000 nm. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images of the copolymer solution excited using a 405 nm laser ( Figure 7B ) at pH 3 shows a uniform fluorescent signal, corresponding to molecularly-dissolved copolymer chains. In contrast, images recorded at pH 7.2 indicate discrete aggregates with significantly higher fluorescence intensity. This observation is consistent with the formation of relatively large aggregates indicated by dynamic light scattering ( Figure 7A ). The fluorescence spectra for the copolymer solutions excited at 405 nm at pH 3 and pH 7.2 could be obtained using the capability of the microscope of acquiring spectral information of the emitted light. These spectra are shown in Figure 7C . At pH 3, a feature at approximately 630 nm dominates the spectrum; this is assigned to the fluorescence of a cresyl violet label conjugated to the copolymer chains (compare to Figure 6B ). At pH 7.2, there is an apparent hypsochromic shift of 10 nm for this emission feature. However, since images were recorded for every 10 nm, and the band width was set to 10 nm, this corresponds to a maximum shift. In addition, a new broad signal between 440 nm and 570 nm appears for a copolymer solution in ethanol, which indicates the formation of pyrene aggregates (see Figure 6A ). The emission spectra are complicated by the reflective properties of the glass slides. This leads to 'dips' (at ~510 nm for the pH 7.2 spectrum) that are the result of destructive interference between direct fluorophore emission and the associated reflected emission. 92 Nevertheless, these spectra indicate the formation of pyrene excimer species as a result of copolymer aggregation, as expected. Thus, these doubly-labeled copolymers can be visualized via their cresyl violet chromophore while simultaneously examining their degree of aggregation using their pyrene labels. The effect of changing the solution pH is demonstrated in Figure 7D , where excess gluconolactone is added to a copolymer solution at zero time (t = 0). Slow hydrolysis of gluconolactone over time leads to a gradual reduction in solution pH, which eventually leads to dissolution of the initial copolymer aggregates. The use of gluconolactone allows a gradual change of pH without changing the overall copolymer concentration. This eliminates the possibility of a dilution effect causing the observed properties. The time dependence of the ratio in fluorescence intensity between 500 nm and 550 nm (corresponding to pyrene excimer fluorescence) and also between 600 nm and 700 nm (corresponding to cresyl violet fluorescence) is shown in Figure 7D . Dissociation of the copolymer aggregates leads to disappearance of the excimer signal between 500 nm and 550 nm. At the same time, protonation of the PDPA chains causes a reduction in amine quenching of the cresyl violet fluorescence, leading to an increase in fluorescence between 600 nm and 700 nm. The inset fluorescence microscopy images indicate an overall reduction in fluorescence intensity over time. It is noteworthy that the reduction in the solution pH in the presence of gluconolactone occurs significantly faster than the 17.5 min time scale for this experiment (see Figure S5 ). However, there is a self-buffering effect owing 
Conclusions
In summary, doubly-labeled amphiphilic pH-responsive diblock copolymers can be prepared by incorporating pyrene methacrylate into the hydrophilic stabilizer block and terminating the hydrophobic block using cresyl violet as a chain transfer agent. Copolymer aggregation leads to a characteristic change in the absorption and emission characteristics of the pyrene label. Combined with the ability of cresyl violet to form non-fluorescent complexes with tertiary amines, this strategy enables simultaneous monitoring of both the extent of copolymer aggregation and the degree of protonation of the pH-responsive hydrophobic block. In principle, the general strategy outlined here should have broader scope for a range of applications. The emission fluorescence of pyrene aggregates excited at 405 nm should allow monitoring of the extent of copolymer aggregation in living cells using confocal laser scanning microscopy. This excitation wavelength should be well-tolerated by living cells, unlike the UV wavelengths normally required to monitor pyrene aggregation. In addition, labeling copolymers with cresyl violet should be applicable to many, if not all, types of radical polymerization chemistries. The relatively strong absorption and high quantum yield of a cost-effective dye label such as cresyl violet combined with its emission in the red region of the visible spectrum makes this an attractive protocol for monitoring the fate of copolymer nanoparticles in cells and/or tissue.
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